A Framework for Dynamic Power Management at Network Level
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ABSTRACT
In the current scenario of computing, distributing is gaining popularity as many of users are connected with their handheld device across the globe. The connected device generally emits the energy which is of different categories and it is major challenge to optimize the entire energy of the system. The present paper proposes a frame work for the dynamic power management for completion of tasks in minimum time frame which are routed from one node to another node across the network. For this purpose, a step topological network is selected at the application level of the model. Computed results are depicted for the dynamic power management in the forms of graphs.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the recent years, energy efficient computing is a major challenging area of research. It is mainly depending on hardware or software computing components. The hardware components are as processors, storages, and picture display devices. The performance and power management of the distributed network system are very effective. It is depending on the contributions of networks node. In distributed computing systems, the data stores on networks, the nodes must be switched on and connected to each computer. If the participating nodes are wireless then it is more challenging. On network level, the dynamic power management classifies into two types of components i.e. sleep modes or slow down and idle modes. It is a way of reducing power consumption. The dynamic power management has been proposed by the heuristic method for stochastic optimization technique. The heuristic dynamic power management technique is used for time out transmission. The stochastic theory is based on stochastic model of service request. The service requests are of three types. Firstly, each time, a new job process is generated and then searches for procedure to find the minimum power execution sequence, the sequence has also be repeated. Secondly, this strategy does not effective of reducing the system energy by changing the working stage of devices with multi level stage. Thirdly, the exact knowledge of the device uses a process before the job is scheduled. A power management has attached to device components, system architectures, system resources that are shared among these device components. The application level scheduling is requiring the power management system. The numbers of power saving techniques have been related into many types of standards and protocol eg. Power management in network topology and the power mode in IEEE 802.3 wire network.

The network topology is on network break down. Then a local area network (LAN) card is working in power saving mode and depends on data flow and dynamic power management is depending on software also.

This paper proposes for network level dynamic power management architecture. It is decomposed into the system level, application level, and component level. This division is integrating of various power management techniques. Application level supports the administrative level handling which is contributing to the users for share system level, and the flow control depends on part level. This paper presents the design, implementation, and network evaluation, wire network device architecture that enables full device functionality, availability, and extended device life. Wire line networks are unique, they have finite times. In large scale distributed network devices such as desktop, the power management is used to extend device.

2. RELATED WORK
Let us briefly explain some of the important references related to the work. Hwang and Wu [1] have described a system level power management technique for power saving. There was a new method for system shutdown developed by authors. Authors had introduced two mechanisms, (i) prediction-miss correction (ii) pre-wakeup. Benini et al. [2] have explained the dynamic power management technique for reducing the power consumption of complex network systems. It is performance and power consumption depended on workload. Qiu and Pedram [3] have invented a theory for Stochastic Modelling of a Power-Management System. Rodoplu and Volkam [4] have discovered a distributed theory for position-based network protocol optimization for minimum energy consumption in wireless networks. They have supported end to end communications. Simunic et al. [5] have described the algorithms for reducing energy consumption at the system-levels in low-power states. There are two classes of defining algorithms and proposed for performance measurement (i) timeout and (ii) predictive. They have categorized the algorithms based on stochastic for Performance Measurement and Time Indexed Semi Markov decision process (TISMDP) model in performance. Irani and Gupta [6] have found the strategies for "online" Dynamic Power Management (DPM). In this paper, they have two contributions (1) a theoretical basis for the analysis of DPM for systems with multiple powers (2) the competitive algorithm based on probabilistically generated inputs that improve the competitive ratio over deterministic strategies. Sorber et al. [7] have described the design, implementation, and evaluation of Hierarchical Power Management Architecture (HPMA) for mobile systems. Fernando et al. [8] described the cost optimization method in digital learning region. The method is based on maximum estimation in heterogeneous networks of...
Information Communication Technology (ICTs) like as resource utilisation for educational environments. Ren and Marculescu [9] have discussed a hierarchical technique for DPM under non stationary service requests. The dynamic power management has targeted at extending battery life by low power modes when there is a reduced demand for service. Static power management strategies can effect to poor performance or unwanted power. Jun et al. [10] has found the Disruption Tolerant Networks (DTNs) technique in mobile computing. The DTN’s are useful for wireless mobile networks in end to end communication. They evaluated the energy consumed by wireless communication. The energy can be using the low-power radio and high-power radio. Chelius and Mignon [11] have explained the minimization of the power consumption to the nodes of wireless sensor networks for lower and upper bound broadcasting. The theory is based on mathematical programming problem in sensor networks. Huang et al. [12] have described the topology for optimized link state routing in mobile ad hoc network MANET routing protocols. Cao et al. [13] have discussed, the green computing which explores the potential energy savings for the direct parallel implementation, and this is used with a large-scale computational biology application. There are two power approaches for direct for the CPU speed power saving. The parallel workload of the effective application is needed for power management. Gouvy et al. [14] have invented an energy aware routing algorithm for minimizing the energy consumption through mobile with connectivity in sensor networks. Elavarasan. R et al. [15] have invented an algorithm for delay aware network structure for WSN’s with consecutive data collection and reduction of energy consumption without data losses from peer to peer data transmission has been proposed. Limmer et al. [16] have found a numerical method for simulations and optimizations performance in grid computing. Sharma and Nitin [17] have described a simulation method in real time distributed system for finding the entropy. Balachenniaiah et al. [18] have described an algorithm based technique for optimization the control of power loss and voltage stability in transmission time. Quwaider et al. [19] have invented the theory for the mobile cloud computing and mobile cloud resources. Lyu et al. [20] have defined high performance scheduling model with a cloud sensor system. In cloud system, scheduling has performed optimization by Zero One programming method by task models. Han et al. [21] have invented a algorithm for distributed hierarchical game based algorithm for power allocation in Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) networks system. Moety et al. [22] have described the optimization models for power delay minimization theorem in green wireless networks. Huang et al. [23] have invented the cloud data redundancy for high reliable cloud storage systems and also demonstrate the improvement of saving of data redundancy computation in networks system. Hassan, et al. [24] has discovered the evaluation the scalability and performance of High Performance Cloud Computing (HPCC) on Microsoft Azure Cloud Systems (MACS). Agostini et al. [25] have found the management of strategic multi partner SME small and medium enterprises networks introduce the concepts of heavy weight, lightweight and internal or external network. Alonso et al. [26] have described the management for power consumption in fat tree communication networks. It is depended on network bandwidth in transport requirement. Zdraveski et al. [27] have described an algorithm for the load balancing in power distribution networks in cloud system. Walkowiak et al. [28] have discussed two methods Popular Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) and a new emerging approach of Elastic Optical Network (EON). Ayyoub et al. [29] have invented the theory for the optimizing techniques for ultra scale cloud computing data centres. Jiang et al. [30] have discussed a probabilistic challenge for the users files which are available and stored specified cloud server, the cloud infrastructure with some reasonable as (i) Rational Economic Security Model, (ii) Semi Security Model of cloud servers. Mershad et al. [31] have given a mathematical model for evaluation and the utilization of a big data in cloud data centre. Nabil et al [32] have described the cost optimization approaches for scientific workflow in cloud and grid computing. He and Li [33] have found a mathematical model for evaluation and the utilization of a big data in cloud data centre. Some reasonable and depends on throughput process and latency. The latency must be minimized in duration of such process operations.

3. PROPOSED MODEL

Network system level dynamic power management architecture is represented in the following figure. The model is divided into three parts which are described in Figure 1.

3.1 Application Level

In the application level, many users work with server system. The server is working as distributed computing system as a data core network. All others send the application for processing with server interaction with the network. The server permits to all users for synchronize process. The synchronized process is controlled by the administrator such types of user operation by sequence. The users are interconnected across the step network as shown below:

![Figure 2. A Step Network System](image)

3.2 System Level

At the system level, the application server works on system level component. There are many services which request to organize by the computing as first come first serve. Afterthat, the service request is becoming complete then the next step is going to service flow control. The Service Flow Control also works with service request in minimum duration of time interval with related to request. It is working with data process and depends on throughput process and latency. The latency must be minimized in duration of such process operations.
3.3 Hardware Component Level
The hardware component level is attached to the computers. The every computer has own power management system known as local power management. Every service provider has own request related to control queue request in the synchronization process. All service providers interact with common resources and control on all components which request as the throughput process. In the above diagram, if the set of states (S) for all servers is $S = \{s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_n\}$ for all possible states with $A = \{a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n\}$ for all possible actions, then the relation model is given below:

$$R: S \times A \rightarrow R \text{ Specifying for taking action in state } S$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Now let us define the transition model for the process. The transition model specifies probability of transmission from state i to state j on taking action a and the specified matrix $T_{ij}$ is given below:

$$T_{ij} = \begin{bmatrix}
T_{11}, T_{12}, T_{13}, \ldots, T_{1n} \\
T_{21}, T_{22}, T_{23}, \ldots, T_{2n} \\
T_{31}, T_{32}, T_{33}, \ldots, T_{3n} \\
\vdots \\
T_{n1}, T_{n2}, T_{n3}, \ldots, T_{nn}
\end{bmatrix}$$

Figure 3. Transition Matrix

The above matrix indicates the process states $T_{11}, T_{22}, T_{33}, T_{44}, \ldots, T_{nn}$, is diagonal which shows the process is ideal for next state and data throughput. If the transmission state i to j on taking action a and defines the specified matrix $T_{ij}^* = T_{11}, T_{22}, T_{33}, T_{44}, \ldots, T_{nn}$ is ideal. In the transmission matrix $T_{11}, T_{22}, T_{33}, T_{44}, \ldots, T_{nn}$ are ideal, and all remaining may be in the waiting state for next state or failed transmission.

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
One can compute extensive numerical values as the size of step network grows. Authors have computed for five nodes as shown in the figure 2 by considering the file size of 0.6 MB which is to be transmitted across the network. The transition time is computed for all possible combinations from $n_1$ node to $n_5$ node by using the following:

$$T_{ij}^* = k (\text{Arrival Time} + \text{Generation Time})$$

Where $T_{ij}^*$ is the transmission time in state action a and k is the Load Factor. The minimum transition time is also computed by the use of Hungarian Method [35] and it is computed as 3.014 milliseconds when the file is to be routed from $T_{14}, T_{22}, T_{33}, T_{31}$ and $T_{55}$. On the basis of above, the transition table is given below:
The transmission in between of the network is considered as a minimum time for example if two routes exist between n1→n4 or n1→n3→n4 then that route is selected which consumes minimum transmission time. In such a manner, the data can be transmitted across the step network. Now the DPM is constructed to the point of view of whole System Power Management (SPM). This is utilized to derive a system level policy and component level policy. The above model contains Application Level (AL), Service Queue (SQ), Service Control Flow (SCF) and Analysis Service Provider (ASP). The working functionality of entire system is shown below:

(a) Synchronize: In this state, the SFC generates a run state process and classified two types of synchronized process in whole Universal Power Management (UPM) (i) Synchronized Service Queue (SSQ) (ii) None Synchronized Service Queue (NSSQ). The SSQ requests to the Service Provider (SP) on response time for next process zone. SP is decided in the process of that of fixed time. If fixed time for process is not completed, then goto NSSQ and vice versa.

(b) Suspend: In this state, the SFC continuously moves from SSQ to the SP. The SP will take up and provide requested services. Now a new component is added in that time Component Queue (CQ). The CQ is available on component level policy. The process is in SSQ by the acknowledged from SP at service request on the queue (SRQ). The SRQ moves towards a head for throughput one by one and burst it.

(c) Block: In this state the SFC blocks all incoming SRQ from the entering the CQ of the SP. The main objective of the blocking various non synchronized processes is reduced and wake up times of SP and extend time utility the SP, synchronized process during sleep mode. Therefore.

The operation of request for service (SR) = Waiting Time + Service Operations.

It is clear from the above that non synchronization process over the network gives increase in the transmission process with heavy load on system. The packet delivery fraction in service flow provider is based on the ratio of data packets transmission to those generated by sources. During the routing, load depends on routing packets sent per transmitted packets at the destination. Let us consider the SP with the fixed time out policy and hard disk drive consists of two power states, (i.e. Active = 2.1 watt, Low power = 0.65 watt) and the transition power and time between the two states are 1.4 milliseconds and 0.4 milliseconds; the local power manager has two states as shown below in figure 4.

![Figure 4. Transition Table](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power State</th>
<th>Time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The transmission processes from user have local power management and the initial time depends on the user performance related to time and energy from time interval. If the initial time is 0.7 second and the power consumption is 0.2 watt, then transmission process is shown below:

![Figure 6. Power State Process from User to Server](image)

The transmission time is optimized by the Hungarian technique by considering the limited nodes but it can be extended up to the finite numbers of nodes connected across the step topological network. In the proposed approach, the model is decomposed into three parts namely application level system, component level and system level. Dynamic power management technique is used for optimization of the transmission of the processes. In above table has taken as per each system. The experimental results has evaluated on five system connected over network server.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, a model is proposed for distribution of the resources with three different levels across the distributed networks in which users are connected across the newly developed step network. The transmission time is optimized by the Hungarian technique by considering the limited nodes but it can be extended up to the finite numbers of nodes connected across the step topological network. In the proposed approach, the model is decomposed into three parts namely application level system, component level and system level. Dynamic power management technique is used for optimization of the transmission of the processes. In above table has taken as per each system. The experimental results has evaluated on five system connected over network server.
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